Consent. Get it.

No means...
☐ ‘slow down’
☐ ‘persuade me’
☐ ‘keep trying until I give in’
☐ ‘I’m playing hard to get’
✓ ‘it’s time to stop’

Being in a relationship doesn’t mean you have consent. Make sure your partner is interested and feels comfortable. And know when to stop.

Consent is a clear ‘yes’.
Sex without consent is rape.

Be a Lobo. Protect the Pack.

UNM LoboRESPECT
loborespect.unm.edu
505.277.2911

LoboRESPECT
Respond Educate Support Prevent Empower Consent Train
Think asking for consent might ‘ruin the mood’? Having a partner that feels coerced or unsafe is worse. Why not ‘set the mood’ by asking for consent in your own creative and sexy way? **Or simply ask, “Is this okay with you?”**

Consent is a clear ‘yes’. Sex without consent is rape.

---

**Be a Lobo. Protect the Pack.**
Consent. Get it.

Rape is caused by...

☐ wearing provocative clothing
☐ walking alone at night
☐ drinking too much
☑ rapists

Some people think that women who dress or act a certain way are 'asking for it'. **Thinking like this is not only wrong, it’s dangerous.** It’s sexist, and it says that rapists are not responsible for their crimes. No one asks to be assaulted or harassed. **Speak out about these sexist beliefs.**

**Be a Lobo. Protect the Pack.**

UNM LoboRESPECT Advocacy Center
loborespect.unm.edu
505.277.2911

LoboRESPECT
Respond Educate Support Prevent Empower Consent Train
Alcohol is the most commonly used date rape drug. 90% of all campus rapes occur when alcohol is involved.

Listen to your gut. If you see someone in an uncomfortable situation, check in with them.

Be a Lobo. Protect the Pack.
PROTECT the PACK

In a 2012 study, 15% of college students admitted being bullied, and 22% reported being cyberbullied, through texts, email and social media.

Respect each other. Respect the pack. Speak out against those who bully, tease or harass. Report it. Talk to a Resident Advisor, or go to the LoboRESPECT Advocacy Center for support. Stopping bullying could save a life.

Be a Lobo. Protect the Pack.

loborespect.unm.edu
505.277.2911